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ALL NEW 36X OUTSTANDING ADHESIVE AND 

SEALANT DISPENSER 
 

With extra powerful thrust ratio, 36X series enables to dispense high-viscosity 

materials such as PU, epoxy...etc. Even used it in cold weather or low temperature 

working area, it can offer the excellent performance. Its high performance 36:1 thrust 

ratio mechanism enables to reduce user's hand and wrist strength and allows users to 

dispense high viscosity materials at ease. No matter how stiff your sealants are, it can 

extrude it effortlessly. For heavy-duty use, users can consider this series. Its high-end 

level performance may meet users’ demand. 

 

The feature of this series is that its handle and trigger are both made with high-

quality aluminum alloy. The surface is treated by liquid coating. It ensures long 

durability, better abrasion resistance and corrosion resistance. Also, make it more 

aesthetic. 

 

This series also has single component, dual component, sachet component and bulk 

component version. 

Except for dual component version, other three types are all equipped with patented 

360° rotary type of carriage/barrel. Due to the patented spacer design on it, both 

handle and carriage can be rotated 360-degree smoothly. When caulking meets 

around corners or turns, this function helps you easily change the caulking angle 

through rotating its handle or carriage, so that you can keep the caulk line be straight 

without interruption. No matter how you rotate it, the feeling will be the same! 

This series is also equipped with a patented no trigger gaps design which is the 

function that we develop at our flagship version premium series. How does this 

function work? When there is too much free play on the trigger, it will automatically 

have no free play on the trigger. Even though it's used for a long term, the trigger has 

still no free play. It means when we squeeze the trigger, the sealants will immediately 

extrude out so as to offer precise dispensing and extends tool life.  
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Here is one of our 36X series single caulking gun that we would like to specially 

recommend. 

 

SSF-CK-S02M-1 is an updated version of SSF-CK-R02-1. If you want to divide different 

ranges of the product for your customers. For standard one (less expensive), you can 

choose SSF-CK-R02-1. For high-end level, you can choose this one. It has heat 

treatment chrome plated push rod ensures durability and long lifespan when you 

squeeze the high-viscosity sealant. We ever tested it under 150kgs testing spring 

(pretended it as high viscous sealants), the rod won’t have the bite mark. The 

carriage is made with steel argon welding which has strong structure for long term 

using. 

 

Patented rod puller with detachable cartridge cutter  

For single component dispenser, sachet component and bulk component, users can 

choose to assemble a handy rod puller with cartridge cutter. It's convenient to cut 

the threaded nipples of cartridge and nozzle at a perfect angle. It can also be 

detached from the push rod for individual use. 
 
Optional patented protect case design 

The protect case that can be chosen. It can cover the handle and prevent dusty in 

parts. 

 

OEM service  

For customization, we also provide other push rod choice and LOGO screen printing 

to let you design a self-brand tool. 
 
Versatile rod puller choice 

- Patented 2-in-1 convertible rod puller  

(can be 180° expanding or folded as a J-shaped rod puller) 

- Patented rod puller with detachable cartridge cutter  

(handy cartridge cutter to cut the threaded nipples of cartridge or nozzle as needed 

and can be detached from the push rod for individual use) 

- J-shaped ladder hook puller 

(hang it on the ladder, belt or scaffolding when not in use) 
 
Here is our booth info. Welcome to visit our stand! 
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